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Abstract: In the structural analysis of compound terms in the field of 
mechanical engineering, we can see that compounds differ not only in quantity but 
also in diversity. As with all terminological systems, one, two, three, and even more 
compound terms (some sources refer to simple and complex terms) are used in 
engineering terminology. The term must be part of a rigid logical system. The 
meanings of terms and their definition should be subject to logical classification. 
Furthermore, they must distinguish between objects and concepts without any 
ambiguity or contradiction, and only then will the correct and accurate translation of 
terms be achieved.  
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Terminology could be a common word for the gather of specialized words or 
meanings relating to a specific field, the think about of such terms and their use. This 
can be moreover known as phrasing science. Terms are words and compound words 
or multi-word expressions that in particular settings are given particular meanings—
these may deviate from the implications the same words have in other settings and 
ordinary language. Terminology differs from lexicography, as it involves the study of 
concepts, conceptual systems, and their labels (terms), whereas lexicography studies 
words and their meanings. 
Terminology is a discipline that systematically studies the "labeling or 
designating of concepts" particular to one or more subject fields or domains of human 
activity. It does this through the research and analysis of terms in context to 
document and promote consistent usage. Terminology can be limited to one or more 
languages (for example, "multilingual terminology" and "bilingual terminology"), or 
may have an interdisciplinary focus on the use of terms in different fields. 
In the modern busy life, as the learning terms of mechanical engineering is 
considered one of the most actual topics, therefore we went for searching mechanical 
engineering dictionaries both in English and Uzbek as well as theories about 
translating terms from one into another language. 
Scientific and technical industries are booming and together with the explosion 
is the faster rate of creation of new terminology. Aside from the speed of new 
terminology creation, the translator has to discern if the phrase or term has a 
differently recorded name in other parts of the world that would make it difficult for 
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simple word translation. These difficulties can be observed in technical translation 
which involves specific language used in different field of life. Technical translators 
have to deal with documents that are usually written in a different style in other 
languages. For an effective translation, it is not always possible to just recreate the 
formatting and style of the source document. Technical translation requires accuracy 
and precision, unlike doing translation of literature. What is important in technical 
translation is the preservation of the document's technical content. If it is an assembly 
manual, the user of the translated document must be able to follow the specific 
instructions and assemble a product exactly in the same way a person reading the 
manual in its original text would do it. 
The internal development laws of language in the field of lexical construction 
are obvious. The emerging models and methods of word formation in connection 
with its development and improvement are proof of this. In modern Uzbek, one of 
these methods is called word-formation. In some works of literature, the term 
"morphological-syntactic word-formation" is used, while in others, the term "lexical-
syntactic-word-formation" is used. In Uzbek terminology, the formation of a new 
term by the same method is called syntactic construction. It is known that the 
syntactic construction of terms implies two phenomena: the construction by the 
composition method and the formation of compound terminology. We will consider 
them in the example of terms related to the field of mechanical engineering.  
1. Compound terms. 
As a compound becomes a lexeme (term), a new lexeme (term) is formed. It is 
well known that compound words are necessary for language and born out of 
necessity. Because it is not always possible to express in one word the objects, 
events, and phenomena, their exact or complete signs. Therefore, there is a need to 
express a certain concept through a new, complicated word formed from two or more 
word combinations. G. O. Vinokur claims that “Compound words” not only because 
of the need to express new concepts but also because there is a need to express two 
concepts in one word [Vinokur, 1977]. It is also necessary that”Many of the common 
terms that are emerging in the mechanical engineering industry today serve precisely 
this purpose. The composition is the creation of composite lexicons in which the 
addition of two (or more) lexicons suppresses a new lexical unit. Compound terms 
are usually formed by following together and passing one of the two components as a 
subordinate or determinant. This feature applies to almost all Turkic languages. In the 
terminological system of the Uzbek language in the field of mechanical engineering, 
compound terms are used less than in other fields.  
2. Conjunctive terms 
It is known that a compound is two or more words that are interconnected based 
on certain grammatical laws. Based on this definition, in terminology, the compound 
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terms (sometimes terminological compounds) in the linguistic sense formed by this 
method are called terminological compounds. Therefore, defended dissertations on 
Uzbek terminology, published monographs, in some articles, along with single 
(simple, compound, double) terms, compound terms are also studied. According to 
Danilenko « Almost all terminology compound terms occupy one of the main places 
in terms of quantity". [Danilenko.V.P 1977, p 157]. This idea fully applies to all 
terminological systems of the Uzbek language, including the terminological system 
of the mechanical engineering industry. The products of the mechanical engineering 
industry consist of various technical devices. In translation, these technical devices 
are translated from one language to another by selecting the exact equivalent or using 
explanations. The translation is given as follows. For example,  
Nut- nut 
Bolt - bolt 
Clutch - connecting mechanism 
As a result of the further development of mechanical engineering, dozens and 
hundreds of other species were discovered as a result of the combination of similar 
substances. To name them, the core is formed from the base, the core - from the 
interaction of the base with the maker there was a lack of lexical units. To meet such 
a need, the method of syntactically combining two or more independent lexical units 
with a syntactic approach has become very convenient. When referring to the current 
scientific-technical or professional terminological systems, it becomes clear that the 
compound is more terminological in quantity than the individual terms (primitive, 
artificial, compound pair). Linguist Shamsiddinov, studying the "Dictionary of 
Physical Terms", came to the following conclusion: "The lexicon of physical terms, 
which is the object of our work, contains a total of 18,175 terms and 9,875 are 
compound terms which are 54.2% of the total number of terms, and 8280 single-word 
terms, which is 45.8%. ”[Shamsiddinov 1986, p. 245] In the mechanical engineering 
terminology of the Uzbek language, other terminology as in other systems, the field 
of mechanical engineering has found a unique way of expressing concepts in terms of 
combination. First of all, let's look at the structure of compound terms related to the 
field of mechanical engineering. As in all terminological systems, the terminology of 
the field of mechanical engineering also uses one-, two-, three-, and even more 
compound terms (some sources refer to both simple and complex terms). It will be 
useful for you to be aware of both types of two-word expressions. Of course, as in the 
terminological system of other fields, in the terminological system of the machine-
building industry, we also come across words formed by the combination of two 
words that do not form in the construction of a term. 
For example:  
Ratchet 








According to the collected materials, the field of engineering is terminologically 
different.  
For example:  
Gear hobbing 
Cam follower  
Load line  
Pillow black 
Toothed ratchat  
Gage blocks  
Rocker arm 
Besides, the scope of semantic-syntactic terminology based on metaphorical 
analogy is very wide. In modern Uzbek engineering terminology, the importance of 
the second component, which has undergone a semantic transformation too logically, 
semantically, and grammatically accurately express the concepts in this way. For 
example, if we take the word “Planetary Gear”, the structure of the device is reflected 
in the translation of the planetary gearbox in Uzbek and English due to the reflection 
of the planetarium. 
We will consider simple and compound terms related to mechanical engineering 
according to their structure. As in all terminological systems, along with terminology 
in the field of mechanical engineering uses compound terms with one, two, three, and 
even more components (some sources also call simple and complex terms). It is 
useful to consider each of them separately. 
There are several types of terms structure related to Mechanical Engineering and 
another sphere of terminology. 
1. Simple component words (Simple) nut- gayka or burama, shower-shayba  
2 complex terms- consist of two and more root (Compound) facespot  
3 consist of two or more word components (hexagonal head screw- olti boshli 
vint) 
While translating Mechanical engineering terms we came across certain 
complex words and it imposed difficulties and misunderstanding during the 
translation. We watched out the grammatical structure of terms to elevate the 
translation process and separated  
1. Noun+ Noun term  
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e.i bug` mashina (steam engine) 
2. Adjective/relative clause+ Noun term 
e.i magnitli diska (Magnetik disc) 
3. Participial Adj+ noun term  
e.i pilla tortadigan avtomat (cocoon pulling machine) 
From an overall overview, it is possible to conclude that we need to pay special 
attention to its lexeme in the translation of mechanical terms. This helps us to avoid 
confusion in translation and to find the exact translation of the lexeme. In addition to 
the term must be part of a rigid logical system. The meanings of terms and their 
definition should be subject to logical classification. Furthermore, they must 
distinguish between objects and concepts without any ambiguity or contradiction, and 
only then will the correct and accurate translation of terms be achieved.  
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